End of Year Remote Learning Teacher Survey

113 Responses  03:33 Average time to complete  Closed Status

1. Select your current grade level.

- EC / Pre-K / K: 16
- 1-2: 20
- 3-4: 19
- 5-6: 26
- 7-8: 32
2. What went WELL with your remote learning experience? Select all that apply.

- Answering questions from parents: 89
- Providing daily instructions and assignments: 69
- Converting content/activities into online format: 43
- Keeping students motivated and engaged: 14
- Providing short recorded lessons: 31
- Providing opportunities for live interaction: 43
- Providing meaningful feedback and assessments: 48
- Collaboratively creating lessons: 39
- Time commitment: 15
- General communication from teachers and administrators: 56
3. What were the main CHALLENGES to providing remote learning? Select all that apply.

- Answering questions from parents: 24
- Providing daily instructions and assignments: 31
- Converting content/activities into digital format: 55
- Keeping students motivated at home: 95
- Providing short recorded lessons: 34
- Providing opportunities for live interactions: 36
- Providing meaningful feedback: 34
- Collaboratively creating lessons: 38
- Time commitment: 75
- General communication from administrators: 25
4. Of the statements below, what THREE are most important to you as we plan for next school year.

- Minimizing health risks. 50
- Utilizing a user-friendly, central...
- Providing professional develop...
- Providing professional develop...
- Consistency for how students ...
- Maximizing in-person learnin...
- Ensuring students have oppor...
- Ensuring academic and social/...
- Collaboratively creating lesson...
- Implementation of a remote/i...
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